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About This Game

Available for both Vive and Oculus Touch!

A battle rages over the last of the worlds water. Your transport train is the only hope for thousands. Protect the train -
Humanity's survival depends on it.

Immerse into the post-apocalyptic world and battle enemies hell-bent on destroying you - and the water - in this infinite arcade
shooter, designed exclusively for both the HTC Vive and Oculus Rift with Touch. Compete with your friends for the highest

score in this easy to pick up, but hard to master VR game!

Vive controls:

Full room scale. Trigger to fire.

D Pad up on the right controller to switch between your machine gun and RPG (20 seconds to reload between shots)

D Pad up on the left controller to switch between your shield and grenades. Hold and release trigger to throw grenades.

Oculus Controls:

Primary trigger to fire.
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Push in on right hand analog stick to switch weapons.

Push in on left hand analog stick to switch between grenades and shield.

Creative Commons Attribution:
- Sci-fi Themed Grenade - by Styx https://skfb.ly/6vpYY
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Title: Thirst VR
Genre: Action, Indie, Early Access
Developer:
RLTY CHK
Publisher:
RLTY CHK
Release Date: 7 Aug, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 or higher

Processor: Intel i5

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: GTX 970

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 1 GB available space

English
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a touhou game that i can ACTUALLY be good at tbh. This is a really difficult review as there are a lot of ups and downs in this
game.

The main plot is not original but the little sub-areas are extremely varied; there was not, however, a lot of fleshing out done in
each area and it left me wanting to know a little more about each place.

Voice acting is limited to the narrator and that was well done. Music and sounds were decent.

Graphically not stellar but certainly passable; hidden object scenes were clear and there was no pixel-hunting or looking for
badly-labeled items ("is that blob a football, or is THAT blob a football?" isn't an issue in this game),

Some of the puzzle solutions were downright silly, but I think that's actually what the game was going for. I'm not thinking that
they're taking themselves too seriously here so it's pretty important that players suspend disbelief too. The solutions do make
sense, they're just sometimes... well, silly. Like I said.

As the tags clearly state, this is a hidden-object\/casual puzzle game, not a full-fledged adventure game. Make sure you read
what you're buying before you buy it and are disappointed.

The worst thing the game has going for it, honestly, is length. Since most of the puzzles aren't grossly difficult, I pretty much
plowed right through in about two and a half hours. This makes the $9.99 cost WAY too expensive for what you're getting. I
would not get this if not on sale.

So in the end, I am going to recommend this as a short, silly HO\/puzzler AS LONG AS IT'S ON SALE - there are plenty of
better games out there if you're going to pay full price. But it's by no means godawfully bad, and worth wasting a couple bored
hours with.. If you've played Hack Run then this is more of the same but better. The clues are more subtle so there's a sense of
achievement for working them out, the story is engaging and there's more of the same unique gameplay elements that made
Hack Run a good game.

For those that haven't played Hack Run then I'll just say if you liked uplink and Hacknet then play Hack Run first and then this
one, it's not essential to understanding the plot but some things may not make sense and you won't get some in jokes otherwise..
Evolution RTS is one of many RTS built on the Spring engine. It's also one of the more casual games in the bunch.
For me it is much less stressful than your average RTS. Battles are relatively quick, fun, and flashy. It may share some
similarities with other games in the TA vein, but it is not nearly as long winded as some can get.

It has some rough edges, yes, but give it time. It is very playable as is but with the amount of feedback it's getting (more than
ever before) it will be even better shortly. Forboding Angel (the main dev) is a dedicated individual and I'm sure he is loving the
chance to make a game you can also easily enjoy.

As a side note: If you're an RTS fan and this game didn't catch your fancy; Turn off the filter in the match lobby to check out
the other spring RTS games. One of them might be what you're looking for.
. A fun puzzle(-ish) game! Excellent ambient soundtrack and gameplay that really does reward taking it slow and figuring out
how to approach each stage. I cannot hate anything that's effectively catering to my love of clever thinking-man's titles.. This is
a great little metroidvania. It's not very long, has a fun art style and solid mechanics. Feels like a retro title, boss fights have
variety, and it cost next to nothing. Just buy this game.. Very Good Game.
Good Story. Great Art.
The tileset at some points didn't fit the game art style but other than that it was overall great experience!
Would recommend!
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I got this game through a bundle, and was excited about it. I like emergencies, airplane, simulation, games and this had all 3.
However, I was expecting more than this game provided. I finished the game in 3 hours. A game priced at $15 should provide
more play time, missions, freeplay for this, at least a little bit better graphics, better game overall, and longer to beat. With 3
hours of game time, and it being $15 without discount or bundle, it would have been $5 an hour, that is horrible. I do not
recommend getting this game, unless it is at an extreme discount or in a bundle.. I agree with others that the game is too short
for the price. I understand that the design choice was to allow each play through to be around an hour, focusing on replayability.
My disapoitment was after the first play through I found myself doing the same thing over and over again.

Pros

It's an automation game

Interesting Non-Grid\/Non-Tiled approach

Mod Support, but not really integrated into the game itself.

Humor
Cons

 No Tutorial or information on how an object functions

 Very short production chains (I believe the max uses 5 items)

 Very simple production chains (Combine 1 or Combine 2 items)

 Very little replayability. No randomness... (outside of one unlocked machine each new game+) Everything is the
same, No Events, No Quests( Random Orders)

 Only supports Just In Time Manufacturing, All machines are either on or off. If you get backed up, you stop
your production chain by moving parts out of the way.

 Only 10 Achievements. Again for a game about replayability this seems counter.

 Sound is painful, I had to turn mine off.

 Automation is limited, simple, repeditive nothing like Factorio or FortressCraft Evolved.

 As of 10\/8\/2015 The developer says he might be adding more content, but that players can mod easy. 
http:\/\/forums.8bitmmo.net\/index.php?\/topic\/7935-are-there-any-plans-to-continue-work-in-this-game\/.
Gauge is the perfect game for fans of Super Hexagon, an addictive and fun test of your reflexes and precision. A
great way to pass a few minutes, the simple design is genius. Great fun.. key revoker
https:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/games\/781100\/announcements\/detail\/1804161464629123618
https:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/games\/760560\/announcements\/detail\/1803035565181491953. Eh, too much
Soviet Union.

There can never be enough Slavness.. Do you constantly keep chickening out whenever you try to pull that
trigger? Then make sure to keep that gun close by as you launch this wonderful game!. I just love it!
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